Code:SH001

www.facebook.com/campfuji

Date: Open
0900 - 1800
Fee: $25.00 includes round trip
Transportation
Please request 2 weeks in advance
A minimum of 15 customers is required

For more information, please contact the Trips office 224-8657

www.facebook.com/campfuji

Shopping to Akihabara

Date: Open
0900 – 1800

Departs at Akihabara 1600

$25.00 round trip transportation only
A minimum of 15 customer is required
Please request two weeks in advance
Akihabara (also known as Akiba) is a town in Japan famous for electronics. You'll find
the latest and finest Japanese electronic gadgets from Bluetooth, MP3 players, GPS
devices, digital cameras, computer hardware and software, and appliances at far
cheaper prices than anywhere else in Japan. Akihabara is also becoming a center for
anime pop-culture. Tokyo’s largest anime stores are found in this area. It is located
west of Akihabara Station on the JR Yamanote Line. If you love electronics and anime,
you'll go crazy at Akihabara.

For more information please
Call 224-8657

Code:SH002

www.facebook.com/campfuji

Shopping to

Shibuya

Date: Upon Request
0900-1800

Depart at Shibuya @ 1600

$25.00 round trip transportation only
A minimum of 15 is required

Please request us two weeks in advance
Description:
Shibuya (渋谷) is one of the twenty-three city wards of
Tokyo, but often refers to just the popular shopping and
entertainment area found around Shibuya Station. In this
regard, Shibuya is one of Tokyo's most colorful and busy
districts, packed with shopping, dining and nightclubs
serving swarms of visitors that come to the district
everyday.
Shibuya is a center for youth fashion and culture, and its
streets are the birthplace to many of Japan's fashion and
entertainment trends. Over a dozen major department
store branches can be found around the area catering to
all types of shoppers. Most of the area's large
department and fashion stores belong to either Tokyu or
Seibu, two competing corporations.

For more information, Please contact 224-8657

Code:SH003

